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Abstract: This is the declaration to all the human race of the world the earthquake have expended discussion in
all about, recent earthquake of Nepal have been seizing the sleep of eye of the peoples, some of the have
thought, all are destiny, I most respectfully state that ultimately nothing have to destiny, which have provided by
us, that is comeback in format destiny. “Do to others as you would be done by them it was called in prevent the
earth have been polluted by modern civilization in every moment, so that’s result will come back to us, there is
the doubt. Most of the country has been testing about their atomic power in the subterranean zone so we should
not to forget that, every reaction has behind an action. The middle of the earth have heated in great extent and
also deposited by unwanted elements in every day, which produced by different industrial zone and mixed in to
the water and this polluted elements entered the soil. Having for chemical reaction, there have deposited a huge
gas and in according to low of steam, suddenly that steam erupted at any time, but I optimist, science has never
ends.
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I.

Introduction

I have listen a story in my child hood from my late grandmother about Earthquake one day I asked
my grandmother, mamma why our utensils is vibrating my grandmother told me after few minutes, a
tremendous giant have been slept for a longtime in the underground, when he awaked, he changed his shoulder
for the reason of heavy loading upon the shoulder and for this reason, the earth is moving to and fro. now I
understand , why grand mother told this story , we have not of raid by which any means , this story was knocked
in my heart of same times , somehow I have learnt different topics about the world secret and after the , I began
to think about Earthquake I have thought repeatedly , nothing could be happened without any reason , energy
reaction has behind a another action , which have done by us and that’s come back to us , this is an natural Law
“Do to others as you would be done by them” it was called in proverb. This the matter of thought that, what in
our Contribution to the nature? Only atomic test amid in the subterranean zone, not only that different kinds of
explosion happened in the middle of the earth moreover different unwanted polluted elements mixed with water
and stored in the different hale of the shale, and the cause of different chemical reaction, there have mode a
container one when these gas have deposited in hugest, the disaster have appeared to the world and clay rock
lick slate those shale have erupted in outburst. (Shale, which making a kinds of clay rock lake slate)

II.

Source Of Earthquake

The name of earthquake , is very panicky we caned never forget the memory of an earthquake panic ,
haw ever , we should know that , what in the source of earthquake ultimately , it is telling in a word, the
subterranean gas or steam is the prime cause of earthquake , when this gas is overgrowth in the underground
only then the devastation has come out to the people of the world just like a foot ball bladder , which made by
air now question is , have to promoted this gas in the middle of the earth . there are many different cause , this is
one of them , we have contaminated a long time to subterranean zone in different kinds , every now and then we
one experimenting about atomic energy in very well that even action has behind an another action , the shale
have displaced by the pressure of stored gas and then the earth moved to and fro and that is called earthquake we
are huge unsafe extraction element mixed with water and entered to the underground , so easily polluted the
subterranean region the earthquake have been happens in many times in the world , but that event had happened
after and after long period , because the earth have-not mode in modern technology at that time , the peoples had
lived in natural systematical way , so the earth could not be polluted in easily formally , some zone of
subterranean have much heated , there for it any cold thing rushed to words then there have mode a steam power
, this is the low of hat and cold relation so it in necessary to be cautious about pollution to the subterranean
region.
Following the sketch below the point of the surface of the earth direct above point of the origin of an
earthquake how to dived the explosive in the amid of earth and explode system this is the matter of thought that,
after explosion, how much eventual influence to the human being, in fact there was mode a large cavern and
have of shock, the shale and different mineral elements erupted around this region its prevention.
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At first we should keep our mind , prevention is better than cure , it we are able to deactivate to the soil
pollution , water pollution and air pollution etc , then why not possible to reduce about the subterranean
corruption . when a human being have suffered for acidity , then we have taken the antacid medicine to relief
from suffering , in according to law we can take any technical and scientific support . Which have known with
analytically and synthetically in deliberately? This is the fact of science. I think, everything is in our hands, only
crisis, good intellect, lack of humanity and lack of congenial feelings.
In course of matter, it would be said that the shale would not entered to the another shale without any
reason. When one part of the shale have rushed to another shale and socked to another shale just at that moment
have made a vibration and that is called Earthquake, now this is the question of it how to displaced and how to
rushed towards another shale? This is the only cause of that event have been happened by the pressure of
subterranean gas. There are more reasons of earthquake, we have seen in the current age that water layer is
going to fall down serially, in huge quantity of water lifting by different process from the underground,
moreover the quantity of rainfall have minor position in different places, as such one portion of shale have fried
in day by day and for this reason congealness soil have made a less adhesive so it is easy to split the shale for
earthquake. It is very important to plantation for different type of plant in everywhere, even desert region. In
future sea surrounded lands may be flooded for the disaster of Himalayan mountain. Many of the ice-field have
come down in to the sea, so it is danger signal to all the human nation.

III.

Conclusion

Earthquake is heart breaking, news which is being hat by discussed. Every earthquake have mode a
burning ground in any country of the world. So we have to conscious about the prevention of earthquake and
must be decided on bared of emergency rule, other wish nature will not wait for us, in that circumstance, we
have to demolish and reduced our evil motiveness. It we won’t to keep up cur existence in the world. We should
follow the original source of earthquake; otherwise, nothing has to be done by ultimate exercise. at last , I offer
my best wishes to all the devasted people and pray to the supreme power to rescue bar all the peoples , and also
we have to keep up our mind , “honesty is the best policy “
Which is eternal truth that in science of morals, we have to know, what this eternal truth is, science has
never ends? If we are not concern about our future world before the touching our back to the wall, then at one
time there would be no open way anymore. So, it seems to me the nature have reminded to all the human nation
repeatedly to be alert. If we want to prevent the disaster then first and foremost duty of us it would be
considered about the original source of earthquake. Sometimes I feel that normally we do not fight against
another country in straightly but it is kind of another process of the battle, which is undeclared fight.
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